
 

 

For more information, or to arrange an introduction, contact: 
Julien Gervreau, Director of Sustainability | 925-644-5249 | jgervreau@sensiba.com   

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY | SERVICES 

High-Level ESG Assessment 
 
Our ESG Assessment provides a high-level materiality review of your industry’s sustainability landscape, 
mapped to the company’s industry-appropriate Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) 
guidance. 

Our Engagement Process 
After reviewing the high-level operational and due diligence data you provide, we’ll schedule several hour-
long calls over the course of 8-10 weeks with 1-3 executive-level decision-makers. During these calls, 
we’ll: 

 Review the current state of your company’s ESG baselines, metrics, progress, and goals. 

 Discuss your existing sustainability concerns and opportunities. 

 Evaluate your internal capacity for managing sustainability initiatives. 

Our guided process will help you increase communication across your organization and generate 
pathways for building an interdepartmental sustainability team.  

Deliverables and Compelling Insights 
Upon project completion, you’ll receive: 

 A Materiality Assessment that maps the importance of various environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) issues to stakeholders and business success, applying a “dual materiality” 
screen wherein ESG objectives overlap with financial considerations.  

 Top 5-10 nonfinancial sustainability KPIs for internal operations and the broader value chain. 
This will include an independent assessment of current data management practices, a review of 
key client sustainability baseline metrics (if available), and a comparison to publicly available 
benchmarks and sustainability targets for client-identified competitors. 

 A list of notable findings and risks the company can use to inform decision-making.  

 A detailed list of recommendations and next steps that identify “low-hanging fruit” actions to 
improve sustainability performance in the next 12-24 months, prioritizing activities that enhance 
relevant KPIs and financial performance while reducing regulatory and reputational risk. We will 
also provide a list of longer-term (i.e., higher cost, high impact) projects and initiatives 
that can be undertaken as your objectives and budget allow.  

Get to Know Us 
For more information on how to better prepare your business for a more sustainable 
future, contact our sustainability subject matter experts today! 
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